FOR SALE

Motorhome
Available July 2105
2011 FORD E-450 150 000kms

37000$US
+5000$ for all our equipment

This motorhome is ready for a
LONG voyage. Entirely
autonomous. Many options and
improvements. It will carry you to
the end of the world in security
and comfort. This RV has it all!!
www.polofreespirit.com

polofreespirit@gmail.com

FORD E-450 SUNSEEKER
2011 Motorhome - RV
- Powerful, robuste and spacious.
- Ready for a round the world trip! It
has everything you need and more.
All that is missing is you.
- Very spacious Interior.
- And a slide-out for even more room.
- Compared to other RV’S - this one
provides autonomy in water,
electricity and gaz. Live off the grid
for weeks.
- Fully equipped for navigation,
internet and networks.
- Plenty of storage space in the
cupboards and closets. Huge storage
compartments for the rest.
- Exceptional water filtration.
- Can sleep 7 people with ease. AND 4
permanent beds.
- Complete bathroom
- A real Master bedroom.
- A privacy space for each child in
their beds.
- A tried and true solid light-truck
chassis built for 500 000 km’s and
serviceable the world over.
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ITS STRENGTHS

ITS WEAKNESSES

- Are you looking for a véhicule for a long trip?
What you need above all is autonomy and room.
You cannot live for months at a time if you are
constantly looking for water or electricity or
sewage! After 4 years travelling we noticed the
small vehicles are nearly always in campings or
hotel parkings because they have no water or
toilets or showers! They are dependant. Where is
the liberty in that?

No - it is not perfect …. no vehicle is.

- You cannot change your interior set-up everyday.
Modularity is great for a small trip. But you can’t
be making your bed and removing the table to go
to the bathroom or to sleep. Can you live for
months at a time packed like a city subway at rush
hour? No. Have to get off your seat and fold the
table to let someone go by! That’s feasible for a
week - not for a year.
- You need autonomy to go where you wish - away
from the crowd. And a slide-out for even more
room. You can live with the extension out or in.
Opens at the touch of a button
- Loads of extra equipment that is tested and works.
- Gaz, electricty and water for days or even weeks at
a time. Fully equipped with navigation and
internet.
- Great water filtration to insure clean and quality
water. No germs and tourista for you.
- 7 beds. Of which 4 (or 5) are permanent and big.
- Sliding security glass windows. Roll with the
windows open! Sleep with the windows open!
Other RV’s force you to travel or to park close to
other objects with your windows (plastic to boot)
closed.
- Complete and roomy bathroom. Shower and pee
with the door closed!
- A real master bedroom. A private cocoon for each
child. Loads of storage room.
- We can deliver it to you just about anywhere in
america

- No véhicule is. Each will have it’s strengths and
weaknesses. None can fulfill all the demands of
people.
- It is 1 meter (3feet) longer than a european RV.
- It is 15 cm’s (6 in) wider than a européen RV. The
width of a white line. (We have felt this is the
bigger handicap than the length.
- It weighs 7 t loaded and ready to roll.
- 22 liters per 100 km’s of gaz consumption at 90
km’s. This can go up to 30 l in very steep hills and
above 120 km’s. this is asSurcharge of 5000$ for
gaz for a 80 000 km’s trip compared to a
european RV. (But still cheaper than the cost to
cargo)
- Gasoline engine. (well for me that means no
particle filters and Euro 4 or 5 diesel and sulfur
problems - modern diesels are much more
complex than modern gasoline engines)
- The grey water tank is too small in comparison to
the others. (3 days autonomy only: but the easiest
to empty also)
- Some materials and options are installed by me.
They are not professionally installed and look less
than perfect. however it works. ex: water filtration
and recycling.
- the interior is definitely not euro chic! it is 1990’s
american yuck decor ….
- it looks big and square and bulky. So did
Chewbacca and we loved him.
- You either love or hate the automatic
transmission.
- The front seats are cheaper and do not pivot.
- No safe or safebox. Possible under the front seats.
We have secret compartments everywhere.
- Driving lights are not great. Could be better.
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MOTOR/CHASSIS:

CABINE/HOME:

2011 Chassis FORD E-450.

ForestRiver SUNSEEKER 2650 CDW

A real tested and proven truck chassis. Built for 500
000 km’s of heavy use. Ask any Ford mechanic.

This is the same motorhome that the rental
companies use in their fleets. Built in a factory that
is dedicated to rental fleets. It is built with the
options that are solid and strong enough to resist to
the abuse of intensive rental use. If your job is to
rent RV’S: you know what works and what people
want - and without making you go bankrupt.

Motor TRITON - V-10 de 6.8 L - 305 cv
No antipollution or fancy diesel electronics
problems.
5 speed automatic transmission, with Tow/Haul
kickdown and climb options. Auto kick down option.
Reinforced chassis: PTAC: 6577 kg
Empty: 4590 kg
Height: 3m40. Width: 2m50. Length 8m56.
Presently is 9m40 with the bike rack and rear trunk.

- The longest and biggest front nacelle (bunk) on
the market. You can sleep 3 adults side by side. No
other RV offers this!
- Possibility to sleep 7. And 4 of the beds are
permanent. No nightly nightmarish set-up!
- Closed off rear bedroom.

- transmission cooler. Oil cooler.

- Separate Shower / head.

- Air conditioning in ALL the cabin. YES: that
includes the rear cell.

- Slide-out - more room at the touch of a button.

- ABS, Cruise control, Airbags, electric windows.
- electric rear view mirrors and heated.
- Multifonctions Jensen CAR STEREO. CD + FM +
Weather / USB port / iPod ou iPad ou iPhone aux
hookup
- Rear view camera.
- Optional Reinforced rear and front suspensions.
New shocks. (107 000 kms)

- Kitchen table: permanently seats 5 and you can
still walk around! Extension to seat a total of 7.
- Fully isolated for canadian winters. No fear of
freezing and great cool comfort in the SUN!
- Even the water tanks are isolated against freezing
or hot. Drink cool water whatever the weather.
- Sliding glass security windows. Tinted against sun
and glare. Lightly tinted to hide inside.
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EQUIPMENT / OPTIONS:
UNLIMITED ELECTRICAL AUTONOMY
3 independant sources of electrical 110V.
3 independent sources to recharge in 12V.
2 independent battery banks
You will have loads of power to live and recharge
your life. And with backup systems to boot!
- Autonomy and Backups!
What a pleasure to never have to monitor or watch
your electrical needs. Use all the lights you need.
Recharge your computer anytime and all the time.
Use the fridge or microwave as you desire. Run the
ventilation and circulation fans all night or day.
Stay for months without ever needing to start the
generator nor the motor. Need 110v all the time: no
problem. 12v also of course! Luxury is autonomy!

- 5 solar panels of 120 w each
- The best charge controller money can buy:
Outback FlexMax60 with Mate 2 control center. It
manages everything automatically and maintains
your batteries on its own (automatic desulphurisation, MPTT, deep discharge/recharge /
the only controllor that you can decide what
voltage hots the batteries at what temperature)
- An extra 60w independently wired solar panel and
controller. Installed as a backup in case the other
solar panels malfunction. OR to operate a
minimum battery charge and air circulation in
case of prolonged storage of the RV.
- 6 motorhome batteries: Total: 600 AH
- 1 motor battery: 120 AH
- Automatic coupling of both battery banks. At the
press of a button you send the power of on battery
bank to the other. No more run down batteries ….
ever)

- 1 backup emergency or float (storage) 4 amp
charger
- 170 amp alternator with charge control solenoid.
(charge both motor and cabin battery banks) (+
spare alternator in parts bin)
- 600 W PURE sine wave convertor (12v to 110v)
We leave it permanently on. It is wired to feed
only a closet and set of electrical outlets that are
dedicated to recharge our computers, phones,
cameras, etc. This way we have 24h a day 110v
electricity for all our needs. This is pure sine and
works with all motors or electrical materials.
- 3000 W Modified Sine convertor for the moments
when you just need lots of power without the noise
of a generator. Vacuum cleaner, microwave, air
compressor…. This power goes to all the electrical
outlets in the vehicle - including the computer
plugs. We use it occasionally. To warm up a
dinner, or quick vacuum. It is also the backup for
the fridge. If you run out of gaz: you can switch
the fridge to this convertor and never lose your
food!
- 4000W generator. This silent generator is
permanently mounted to the chassis and has its
own soundproofed compartment. It is all ready to
go. Press a switch and presto! No need to pull out,
set up, gas up and hear an external generator.
Turn it on anywhere, anytime and it will give you
unlimited electricity. You can recharge the
batteries, run the central air conditioner, and
everything else. We have rarely used it for more
than 20 minutes - but in case it is there.
- All interior lights are DEL
- Exterior DEL lights
- Rear motion detected safety light
- Lights in most closets and storage compartments
- 12v and 110 V Electrical plugs all over.

- 1 full time 100v to 12v battery charger: 55 Amp
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WATER RESERVES: 8+ days for 4 people !
2 independent fresh water tanks: 150 l and 180 l.
5 permanent high quality water filters.
2 used water tanks (grey and black water).

- Then A powerful UV light filtration that kills the
bad guys…
- followed by a CERAMIC full size filter. (the same
type of filter the Bear grills of the world use both
much bigger)

Compare our water reserve capacity to the other
motorhomes out there. We are hard to beat.

- no need to treat your water with chlorine or other
harmful products. No restrictions for filling up:
you know your water will arrive to you clean!

Additional comfort …. no you need to empty your
sewage water by hand every 2 days - how many
times a year do you put your hands in the ….

- 3 water pumps. One back up for each of the tanks
and a backup in the parts bin.

- Autonomy, capacity and security

- Water Heater: 23 L of hot water in 6 minutes.
interchangeable anode with spare. Runs on gaz.
Instant and permanent hot water luxury.

- No tourista or sicknesses for my family!
Water is life - and it is comfort. The biggest luxury
in warm climates - and a source of many
complications in cold climates. Here : no worries.

- Main 150 Liters water reservoir. Freeze proof,
insulated, in a heated compartment centered in
the motorhome. Precise water gauge in 1%. The
water is never frozen - nor is it boiling beurk hot
to drink.
- Easy to fill, flush, clean, drain, or even winterize.
- Second 180 L water reservoir. Separate yet
connected together. Easy to fill. Independent fill
and drain from the first. Easy to transfer the water
from one tank to the other. Safe because
independent of the first. Yet easily transferable.
This tank is not freeze proof as it is built of food
quality stainless steel and is affixed below the
chassis.

- Two kitchen sinks for a happy kitchen! Better than
some homes. Easy and economical dishes and
cooking.
- independant hot and cold interior shower with
glass door. Air magic shower. feels like a real
home shower.
- Hot and cold exterior shower head.
- Grey water tank: 122 L (used water from the sinks
and shower) Easily emptied in a minute by the
pull of a lever. (this tank is a little small - but easy
to drain)
- Black Water: 102 L (toilets) Ever empty your
toilet? You can’t appreciate the luxury of not
having to empty and carry your poop to the closest
toilet by hand every 2 days. Pull a lever and presto
it is drained away. And 102 l should last a while…
- Both tanks are completely isolated from the cold.
Freeze proof with heating pad and heated
compartment.

- Both water tanks pass through a very high quality
water filtration system. this is a full sized house
system.

- Homemade grey water recycler. It uses the fairly
clean grey water to flush the toilet. Saves loads of
water!

- 22 micron Pre-filter before the tanks followed by

- plug and flush/rinse of the used tanks

- permanent 22 micron filter followed by

- all the hoses and drain hoses you’ll ever need

- 5 micron filter followed

- possibility of draining with a simple water hose.

- charcoal and silver activated taste/odor filter

- All the necessary is included.
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INTERNET ENABLED AND WIFI

NAVIGATION TOOLS AND READY TO GO ABLE

2 wifi boosters and an internal network

- A full time 5 inch screen world GPS
- plus a full time dedicated iPAD

- Communicate. Reach and be reachable.

- plus a back up camera and route planner /

Why travel the world if you can’t keep in touch with
your friends and loved ones.

- Find your way - anywhere and offline.
-

- Direct plug and play for aircard and Mifi.

- GPS GARMIN large screen RV760. This is a
model specially built for RV’s. It takes into accourt
your size, weight and preferences to guide you
where you want and not where you don’t! It also
contains over 14000 points of interest specifically
for motorhomes and campers: propane,
campgrounds, parks, rv service centers, etc… It
has an internal memory of 8 GB plus a SD card of
32 GB. This is enough to store all your traces
(everywhere you went) and the maps to go with it.
Links to your PC or Mac with specific software to
manage all your info. Download unlimited free
maps (opengsm maps) and lifetime subscription
to all Garmin Maps and updates. Links to your
smart phone if need be. Traffic and weather in real
time. And much much more.

- Booster WIFI WifiRanger. GO2.

- Simply put : a great GPS!

- This is one of the best boosters available. It is
composed of not one : but two booster antennaes.
One outside mounted on the TV antennae where it
can search for a good line of sight signal. The
other inside where it distributes and plugs to and
into easily.

- 64 gb APPLE iPAD : with GPS and 3G capability.
This ipad has a complete offline mapping
capabilities. It uses 3 different Apps and has 3
different sets of offline and already loaded maps.
If one goes wrong : the other picks up. But we
haven’T yet seen it crash. This ipad has built in
GPS, a big screen and plugs directly to the car
stereo. You can even put a telephone card in it and
share its connexion through the wifi booster.

- The idea is to be able to pick up all the free wifi
networks that one can. For that you need a wifi
booster. It picks up signals that are much further
than you can usually pick up: and amplifies them
for your use. Then you take the signal and
distribute it in your motorhome on your own
private network where one or all your computers,
tablets, phones, or other can use.
- AND on top of that not only can your antennae
pick up wifi: it can also share the signal from a 3g
or 4g type of signal. From an USB 3g or 4g MIFI
or Aircard Modem, or from a phone personal
hotspot or even a cable connection.

- Both boosters are cabled to work together as one.
This creates your signal.
- easily set-up. Even I could make it work.
To make things short:
FINDS a signal (wifi, 3g, 4g, cable, hotspot, etc)
AMPLIFIES IT (booster) then

- We fill it with music and play our tunes on the car
stereo or network.
- it plugs to our PC and tracks our route and others.
- Backup camera. SO SO SO useful……

SHARES IT (sub-network in your RV: wired or wifi)
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GAZ / PROPANE Liberty
1 fixed 90 L permanent propane tank
1 8 kgs exchangeable standard propane tank
+ 465 g compact propane one use tank

- Stay hot or cold - anytime and all the time.
Gaz is so easy and practical
Propane is used for the fridge, the stove, oven, the
cabin heating, the hot water heater and most
importantly the BBQ!
- Travelling all over the Americas - we were a family
of 4: took 4 showers a day and many nights in
freezing weather and only filled up the main tank
6 times in a year.

- Fixed permanent 90 L (18 gallons) propane tank.
We last 6 to 8 weeks on this tank alone! Easy to
fill in all car propane stations or by gaz refill
trucks. Fillable in all countries but Brazil (they
should have the adaptor)
- We brought along a spare bottle. It is the standard
USA and americas exchange bottle. You can find
this very easily. Carries by hand. There is a
hookup that allows this spare to be plugged to the
main tank.
- Because you never know: we can also plug the
small 1 pound bottles directly into the system.
This is the same bottle the BBQ uses.
- Direct hookup of all bottle together.
- Safety Propane leak detector
- Safety carbon monoxide detector
- 3 fire stove and oven.
- Fridge and separate Freezer: 170 L (gaz & 110v)
- Cabin Heater: 30 000 BTU!
- Hot Water heater 23 L in 6 minutes.
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DRIVING COMFORT

EVERYDAY LIVING COMFORT

Well equipped for many km’s behind the wheel.

- A real kitchen!
- A real master bedroom

- Some roads are very long.

- A private space for the kids
- A real bathroom for all.

- 5 Speed Automatic gearbox with Tow / Haul
option. (automatic electronic engine braking and
climb mode)
- Transmission Cooler

- An RV is a small space for a long and hard
voyage. Why suffer? The biggest of
luxuries is room. How many people
stopped their travels because too
crowded?

- AC in front as well as the cabin

- Large fridge that runs on gaz or 110V

- ABS

- Seperate freezer compartment

- Cruise control

- MicroWave Oven(on convertir or generator)

- Double Airbag
- Electrically adjustable mirrors with defrost

- Double Sink with cutting board, cover and dishes
strainer.

- Power windows

- Range Hood with light and filter

- Power door locks

- Dedicated Ceramic Filter faucet

- Tilt steering wheel

- All cupboards and fridge are equipped with home
made elastics to retain objects

- Jensen Car Stereo / CD + FM + Météo / USB /
iPod or iPad or iPhone

- Home made second utensils drawer

- Back Up Camera

- Seperate Showre with glass door and Aerator
Head for a real shower feel

- Total of 6 - 12v Plugs and central console
- At 107 000 kms: we Reinforced the Rear
suspensions. We changed and reinforced the rear
blades put in New rear shocks. New wheel
bearings and brakes.
- At 107 000 kms’: we also changed and reinforced
the front coil springs, new shocks, new steering
shock/damper, new bearings, new front pads.

- Exterior Hot/Cold shower
- Bathroom sink
- Sliding glass security windows. With mosquito
screens. Tinted against sun and glare. Lightly
tinted to hide inside. Do you realize many RV’s
can’t even open their tilt windows while driving?!
Or when parked in the street.

- Tilting seats
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INTERIOR CABIN

- 5 person Dinette table. With homemade
extensions on the seats and table to accept 7
people in style.

On Board Comfort

- A very generous interior height of 2m13

7 beds. Of which 4 (or 5) are permanent and big.

- Arctic Isolation. A very thorough R14 isolation of
the cabin, water tanks, and windows. Perfect for
the mountains, chiilly nights and HOT days.

Independant bedrooms
Enough storage space for a real long voyage.

- All the room you need and yet it goes
everywhere with ease.
Our motorhome is barely any bigger than the
european campers (1 m longer, 10 cm’s wider) Look
at the pictures to compare - but offers an enormous
improvement in interior room and comfort.

- Sliding glass security windows. Tinted against sun
and glare. Lightly tinted to hide inside. With
sliding bug screens on all windows of course.
- Privacy blinds on all the windows. Stops light and
looks!
- All indoor lights are DEL Lights in the cupboards
and storage compartments. DEL light strip
outdoors.

We can use the slide-out and have loads or room:
yet keep it in if space is tight and still function
better. No worries on rainy or cold days!

- Electrical and 12v plugs all over the place.

- The biggest and longest front nose (nacelle /
bunk) on the market! And fiberglass protected!)

- Pivotable captains chair

- It allows 3 - yes 3 - single beds (80 x 180).
Presently we have installed a home made
separation and 2 beds : lengthwise. This creates 2
separate little privacy rooms / beds for growing
children.
- Can be converted back to a grand triple bed in less
than 15 minutes.
- A seperate master bedroom offering a walk around
queen size bed (160 x 188). No need to climb up
either! And lots of headroom. generous cupboards
(his / hers) on each side. A bit of privacy counts!
- If need be the dinette converts into a double bed
in 5 minutes flat. 112 x 173 cm. Friends dropping
over? One of the kids is sick?
- A real bathroom. Yes: a shower, separate toilet
and even sink. With a vanity and large cupboard.
And the bathroom is not inundated each time you
take a shower.
- Slide Out dinette extension that really makes the
inside feel big.

- 4000 W AIR Conditioning on sector or generator

- Control console for all levels (gaz, grey, black,
fresh, batteries) in percentage. With remote
control start of generator, hot water and heater.
- Fantastic Fan reversible automatic in/out fan with
thermostat.
- Bathroom extraction van and vent hood
- Car Stereo with 4 speakers. 2 in the cabin for
stereo sound all over!
- Electronics Cupboard: This is a cupboard that
integrates all our electronics in one place. We have
6 chargers installed so that we can recharge our
computers, cell phones and tablets. There is full
time 110V, and 12v for all your needs. All the
wires, routers and etc are centralized here. No
mess elsewhere.
- TV with integrated DVD player.
- PlayStation 3 - YES!
- HDMI switchover to use the TV as a monitor for
all your stuff.
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OUTSIDE AMENITIES
Solid and Practical
- 5 basement storages
- a huge 3 m2 rear storage
- Stainless Gaz BBQ for real outdoor pleasure
- Full size lockable foldable solid steel bike rack for
5 bikes
- power awning with lights
We have all the necessary - and then some creature
comforts. Because when the weather permits:
outside is where the life is. Thought and practicality
has been integrated for your ease of use and
practicality.
- Power electric awning to protect against the rain
or the sun. Opens out or in in 10seconds at the
push of a button…. Too tired to set up the awning
… not in this case.
- DEL light strip.
- Roof ladder
- 1m x 1m heavy duty metal roof rack with canvas
bag and retention net
- Isolated full door. Full size mosquito screen door
- Outside shower
- Rear cargo hold / storage. More than 3000 liters
of space. This is magical. lots f room for an easy
acces to all your stuff. Not too crowded. Equipped
with lights, roof racks for sliding bins on the
ceiling. Reinforced holder bars and quick
connects, attachements points, weather proof.

there is also a foldable clothes dryer in the
shower.)
- You can remove the Bike rack / rear trunk in less
than 15 minutes if desired.
- Napoleon brand stainless steel gaz BBQ 14000
BTU. Great grilling and no odors in the kitchen for
a happy family.
- Steel Rear bumper. It also doubles as storage for
the tow bar, sewer hoses and emergency road
signals.
- gutters and extensions for a quick fill up of the
water tanks when it rains.
- Under motor protection plate (protects the oil pan
and transmission)
- Plexiglass reinforced front bunk nose. Not a cheap
aluminium tin foil nose usually seen on other
Rv’S). This on can survive the hasards of the road
and keep you rolling. branches, birds or hasards
won’t stop you.
- Categorie 5 (+2500 kgs) REAR TOW hook
- Cat 5 FRONT tow attachement. (usefull for the
tow bar, pull a friend out, front bike rack, spare
tire rack, extra bumper protection)
- full metal front and rear bumpers. You can
actually hit things with these and not worry. this is
not your wimpy plastic trash.
- Reinforced and new locks on nearly all the storage
doors.
- 5 chassis storage compartments. waterproof, solid
and so practical.

- A large aluminium rear trunk (around 500 liters)
More room and an easy acces. Doubles as the bike
rack. We use it to store the toys! cuba, balls,
boards, etc.
- A strong and large bike rack. It can hold 5 maybe 6
bikes. It is theft proof, holds away to take up no
room. Holds our full size kitchen table. We have a
home made clothes dryer that hooks to it. (Psst ….
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OTHER EQUIPMENT INCLUDED for an
extra $ 5000
A huge economy. For an extra 5000$ we will leave
you all this stuff:
- Imagine the prince of all this stuff bought one at a
time.
- It’s all there. Bring your toothbrush and off you
go see the world!
No need to find this stuff in a country where it
might not be easy to find.
- PlayStation 3
- All the necessary for the kitchen: pots, pans,
kettles, glasses, plates, utensils, etc…. it’ s ll there
and easily for 6 people.
- All the bed wear: sheets, covers, blankets,
comforter, pillows, pillow covers, etc
- Towels, bath towels, beach towels, hand towels,
towels of every size.
- two 12 v fans. plus 1 - 110V fan. (much more silent
than a 12v and remember you have 24/7
electricity)
- 2 fire extinguishers

- ODB2 Code reader. This is the tool mecanics use
to detect what is wrong with your vehicule. We
have one. And it is multi-lingual: your mecanic is
spanish? No problem. You can also RESET your
own error codes. For example: drove above the
4000 m limit? No proble,m. Bad fuel and your
motor went into crawl mode? No problem.
- Many boxes and bags and what not to store and
hang all your stuff.
- Full size foldable 6 person table. 6 full size chairs.
Big ground carpets, rugs, covers, etc…
- 150 Psi : full size air compressor. And all the
necessary attachements. To inflate a tire, clean
your vehicle or inflate a boat.
- Clothes racks, dryer lines, tow lines.
- Heavy duty tow lines, camping gear, lights, ax,
machette, pails, pulleys, ropes, etc
- Tools: eletrical drill, wrenches, rachets,
screwdrivers, saws, etc… a real gold mine to fiw
and repair all that might go broke!
- screws, collars, spare parts, windshield repair,
plastic epoxies, radiator leak repairs, tire repair
kits, tire slime, etc
- and tons of what nots to fix and replace.

- propane detector

- booster cables, two 10 ton jacks, ramps, levelers,
squaring blocks, etc.

- Carbon monoxide detector

- fishing stuff: 3 rods, hooks, etc)

- Smoke detector

- emergency tool bos: safety visibility jackets, flares,
heavy duty tow, signs, gaz siphons

- Water: All you need for the water: perfecter and
cartridge, 4 different hoses, adaptors and
convertors of all kinds, 3 sewer hoses, adaptors,
covers, quick and slow connects … etc)
- Electricity: ALL you need for electric hookups:
Adaptors, convertors, polarity testers, 100m long,
heavy duty, light duty, extensions cords,
emergency 12 v charger, switches and more

- spare army metal gaz tanks (3)
- AND SO MUCH MORE….

- MECHANICAL: ALL the mechanical spare parts
we haven’t used: and they are all new: alternator,
injectors, brake pads, bearings, plugs, belts, filters,
light bulbs, fuses, toolsetc)
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